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ABSTRACT 

Adaptive implementations of two recently proposed block- 
iterative algorithms, referred to  as fixed-window constant 
modulus algorithms ( F  W C M A ) ,  are developed. Their tran- 
sient behavior, in relation to the delay at which the user 
sequence is recovered, i s  discussed and compared with 
other existing variations of C M A .  T h e  adaptive F W C M A -  
2 appears to  be particularly promising, attaining conver- 
gence with little data. I t  retains the merits of i ts  batch 
counterpart, namely, fast  convergence, robustness to ill- 
conditioning, n o  required step-size tuning, and relatively low 
complexity. T h e  built-in control over the converged delay 
translates into more reliable and predictable transient be- 
havior. Equalizer calculation can be initiated f r o m  any ini- 
tialization, and at any t ime  instant, to attain convergence 
instantaneously without storing any received data. Thus,  
different initializations can be used to  easily obtain multiple 
equalizers recovering the signal at different delays or recov- 
ering distinct users under a near-far situation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], we recently proposed two fixed-window constant 

modulus algorithms (FWCMA-1 and FWCMA-2) in which 
a fixed block of samples is iteratively reused. These fixed 
window CM algorithms are data efficient, computationally 
inexpensive and require no step-size tuning. The number 
of iterations needed for the FWCMAs to attain conver- 
gence is small due to its proven super-fast convergence. 
The FWCMAs are also robust to channel ill-conditioning 
and can even be applied to the single-channel equalization 
case where the channel matrix has more columns than rows. 
While other versions of CMA demonstrate unpredictable 
transient behavior and very different steady-state MSE per- 
formance from trial to trial with an ad hoc initialization, 
the FWCMAs exhibit more reliable convergence behavior. 
During iteration, the numerical order of the coefficients of 
the global channel/equalizer response is preserved, a char- 
acteristic which we refer to  as “monotonic” convergence. 
Consequently, the delay to  which the algorithms converge 
can be determined if the peak position of the initialized 
global response is known. This built-in delay control mech- 
anism explains the reliable transient behavior of the algo- 
rithm, since the delay determines the steady-state error and 
greatly affects the convergence speed. Delay control is even 
more desirable when multiple equalizers are computed to 
recover a signal at different delays, or to recover multiple 
users in a near-far situation. 

However, the FWCMAs proposed in [l] are batch imple- 
mentations. Usually an adaptive implementation is desired 
due to  the non-stationarity of rapidly varying wireless chan- 
nels and other drawbacks. For example, in batch process- 
ing, symbol decisions must wait until the whole data block is 
collected and processed. The processing load is unbalanced 
between the data collection and processing phase. More- 
over, batch processing requires more storage than stream 
processing. In this paper, after introducing the batch al- 
gorithms, we develop adaptive update rules based on both 
FWCMA-1 and FWCMA-2. Connections to other CMA 
variations and convergence behavior under noisy observa- 
tions are discussed, from which a modification of the adap- 
tive FWCMA-1 is introduced. The extension of the adap- 
tive FWCMA-2 to  multi-user cases is also proposed. The 
simulation results are presented last. 

2. DATAMODEL 
To begin, we consider a single user transmitting through 

multiple channels which are obtained by either oversam- 
pling in time or using an antenna array. For the single user 
case, the data model can be written as 

x(n) = [ x T , p ( n ) . . . x T , p ( n - E + l ) ] ’  

. s (n)+n(n)  

(1) 
1 ho . . .  h L - 1  0 0 0 

0 ho . . .  h L - 1  0 0 

. .  
. .  . .  = I .  0 0 . . ’ .  0 ho ’ ’ _  . . .  . ’  hL-1 

= %ls(n)  + n(n) 

where M is the number of sensors, P is the oversampling 
factor, x ~ p ( n )  is a vector containing samples from all MP 
channels at time instant n, L is the effective channel length 
in symbol periods, and E is the number of taps in the tem- 
poral filter implemented after each sub-channel (i.e., the 
“smoothing” factor). Also, hi is an MP-tuple vector con- 
taining the coefficients of all the sub-channels a t  instant i ,  
s (n)  = [ s ( n ) .  . ‘s(n - E - L + 2)IT is the signal vector and 
n(n) = [nLp(n).  . . nLp(n - E + l)]’ is the noise vector. 

With d users, the model becomes 

where 31 is a complex matrix of dimension m x q with 
m %f M P E  and q sf dE - d + CL, Li. A full column 
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rank 31 is usually assumed, though we mention here that 
the FWCMAs are still applicable when X is rank-deficient 
or when 31 is “wide” as encountered in single-channel equal- 
ization. We assume an i i d .  data sequence and mutual 
independence between multiple users as well. 

3. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
Denoting the equalizer output as y = w H x  where (.)” 

is the conjugate transpose, the CM(2,2) cost function is: 

J (w) = E(l - ly1*)’ = E(l - wHxxHw)‘ . (3) 

FWCMA-1 is based on the following approximation: 

J(Wk+l) E(1 - Wf+lXXHWk)’ (4) 

where the subscript “k” denotes the block iteration number. 
The underlying idea of such an approximation is that  we 
seek the weight change wk+l-wk with minimum norm that 
makes the post-estimation output Y k f l  of unity modulus. 

The batch FWCMA-1 is derived as the Wiener solu- 
tion to  (4) followed by a normalization. Denoting zk = 
XXHWk = yix ,  we summarize it as follows: 

- 1  
Wk+i = [E(zkzf)] E(Zk) = RL:Rxxwk 

wk+l = w k + l f d z  ( 5 )  

The batch FWCM.4-1 can also be obtained from minimiz- 
ing (3) (not its approximation) via the steepest-descent ap- 
proach, i.e., taking p = $R;: in the following: 

(6) 
1 
2 w k + l  = W k  - - p V J ,  

where V J  is the gradient of (3) with respect to w: 

V J  = 4E((ly)’ - l )xxHw}  = 4R,,w - 4RZxw.  (7) 

The batch FWCMA-2 is obtained from (6) with a different 
choice of p, namely p = $ R;: : 

Wk+i = 2Wk - R,-,’RzzWk 

Theorem: If 31 is full colilmn rank and the data se- 
quence is i.i.d., then in the absence of noise the block 
FWCMA-1 of ( 5 )  and FWCMA-2 (8) will converge to the 
global solution in which the global response g H  !Ef w H X  
has only one non-zero component. If the i t h  entry of (g0.1 is 
the maximum element of the initial global respome go, then 
1g021 will converge to 1 (hence, the equalizer will converge 
to delay i - 1). 

Proof: See [I]. 
Starting from some initialization W O ,  Rz, is re-computed 

at each iteration using the stored data block in both 
FWCMA-1 (which actually requires R;:) and FWCMA-2. 
RZ, is rank-deficient in the noiseless case, and a pseudo- 
inverse should be used which requires a singular value de- 
composition with proper rank detection. Alternatively, di- 
rect inversion can be used after diagonal loading. 

A common method of turning a block recursion into a se- 
quential process is to treat the iteration index k as the sym- 
bol index. Based on this approach, we first develop an adap- 
tive version of FWCMA-1. We treat the non-stationary pro- 
cess Zk = XXHWk in (4) as some ‘LreceivecY signal which is 
known at time instant k + 1, and treat “1” as the training 
data. An RLS-type symbol-by-symbol adaptation rule can 
then be obtained as follows: 

yn = 

K, = 

Pn = 
wn = 

where PO and WO are suitably initialized and X is the ex- 
ponential weighting factor for tracking time-varying chan- 
nels. The symbol index is n = 1 , 2 , .  . . . We mention that 
the approximation introduced in (4) and the design of the 
adaptation rule somewhat resemble those used in the sub- 
space tracking algorithm PAST (Projection Approximate 
Subspace Tracking) [2]. 

Alternatively, we can start from (6) to obtain the adap- 
tive FWCMA-1. Still thinking of “k” in (6) as the symbol 
index, approximating the expectation in V J  by its instan- 
taneous value, and taking p = $R;,’ results in 

wn =z wn-1+ RL,kxny;(l- ~ynl’) (10) 

where R,, at  time n is denoted as RZ,,, and is updated 
via Rz,n = XR,,,-l + znzf .  It is not difficult to observe 
that the above adaptation is actually equivalent, though 
in a more concise form, to the previously derived adaptive 
FWCMA-1 in (9) where we apply the standard RLS method 
to the approximated cost function (4). 

From the same steepest-descent rule and approximation, 
a plain LMS-type (or normalized) CMA can be obtained 
from a fixed (or normalized) scalar step-size. Similarly, a 
simple-minded adaptive implementation of FWChlIA-2 can 
be developed by just taking p = ;R;: in (6) which results 
in 

where Rx,n = XRX,,-1 + xnx,”. This can be compared in 
form with the Least-Squares CMA (LSCMA) [3], which is 

Note that LSCMA was originally derived from an RLS-type 
adaptation with the training symbols replaced by a projec- 
tion onto the unit circle f ( y n )  = h. Of course, other 
non-linear functions or tentative decisions can be used as 
training data. We can see that (11) and (12) are almost 
identical except the step-size of (12)  is reduced by a factor 
of &. We see that the sequential rules developed above are 
closely connected with existing methods. They all can be 
derived from (6) and more importantly, introduce approxi- 
mations which may destroy the monotonic convergence that 
we have shown for block FWCMA-1 and FWCMA-2. The 
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loss of this feature could make the convergence behavior 
unpredictable as we will discuss in the next section. We de- 
sire an implementation that makes no approximation and 
posseses all the merits of the block algorithm, but a t  the 
same time, does not store all the data like the block meth- 
ods. In the following, such an adaptive algorithm based on 
FWCM4-2 is proposed. 

Let us examine R,, = E ( x x ~ I w ~ x ~ ~ ) .  Noticing that 
xxH = unuec(x €3 x’) and 1 ~ ~ x 1 ~  = (x @ x * ) ~ ( w  8 w*) ,  
we can write R,, as 

R,, = unvec{E[(x €3 x*)(x €3 x * ) ~ ] ( w  €3 w’)} (13)  

where “unvec” is the inverse operation of row stacking, 
“@” denotes the Kronecker product and “*” denotes con- 
jugation. FWCMA-2 requires only the statistics R;: and 
R,,, but not the data itself. R,,, whose re-computation 
originally required the stored data, can now be obtained 
its above using the fourth moment matrix defined as G %f 
E [ ( X @ X * ) ( X ~ X ’ ) ~ ] ,  which can be accumulated adaptively. 
R;: is updated as in the standard RLS algorithm. There- 
fore, the iterations defined in (8) can now be easily started 
at any time instant during data accumulation. We can 
check whether convergence has been reached after each iter- 
ation by comparing the change between two g’s  obtained in 
two consecutive iterations with a pre-set threshold 7. Alter- 
natively, we can check if their inner product is close enough 
to  “1”. As soon as enough data is processed so that the 
assumed i.i.d. property holds reasonably well and the accu- 
mulated statistics are reasonably accurate, the convergence 
should be achieved instantaneously within a small number 
of iterations, just like the batch method. After convergence, 
channel tracking usually takes only one iteration. 

Since the assumed i i d .  property does not hold well for 
small amounts of data, we may just accumulate the statis- 
tics for the first No samples without doing any iterations. 
If the statistics are still not good enough after NO samples, 
iterations may produce meaningless results which are even 
farther from the global solution than the initialization WO.  

In this case, if iterations for the next symbol are initialized 
from that result, convergence can be slowed down. Further- 
more, the delay to  which the algorithm converges may not 
be the one expected from the initialization. So we simply 
choose to still start from the original WO at the next sym- 
bol if convergence is not declared after some number (D) 
iterations. Actually, since we can start the iterations from 
any WO and at anytime we want, there is significant flexibil- 
ity in how the algorithm is implemented in addition to the 
way mentioned above. Also, we can start from several W O  

in parallel to get several equalizers in order to recover the 
same user at different delays or to recover distinct users. 
The same R;: and G matrix can be used after they are ac- 
cumulated once. One detailed implementation is described 
as follows: 

Initialization: 

Po = 6 - ’ I ,  

Ro = 0,  covariance matrix 

Go = 0, 

6 = small positive constant 

fourth moment matrix 

For each time instant, n = 1 , 2 ,  ..., compute 

R, = XR,-i + X , X ~  

G, = X2G,-i + (~1 .8  x:)(x, 8 x:)~ 
A- P, - 1 x, 

Kn = l + x - ~ x , H P ” - I x ,  

P, = X-’P,-1 - X-’K,xft’P,-1 

If n > NO (iteration after No samples) 
wT = wn-l  (current reference) 

w, = 2wn-1 - P,unvec{G,(w,-1 8 w:-l)}wn--l 

wn = w, fJw,H(R, fn)w,  

While (wr  - w , ) ~ R , ( w ,  - w,) > 77 & I <  D 
w p = w n ;  I = I + 1  
w, = 2w, - P,unvec{G,(w, @ w:)}w, 
wn = Wn/JW,H(Rn/n)wn 

End (While Loop) 

If I > D ,  w, = wo/Jw,“(R,/n)w, 
End (If ‘h > No”) 

The main computational burden of adaptive FWCMA-2 
is the accumulation of the fourth moment matrix G which 
requires m4 complex flops at  each instant. On the other 
hand, in the batch version, R,, can be obtained without 
accumulating G, so the average complexity per symbol for 
the batch FWCMA-2 may be even lower than its adap- 
tive version. However, once G is obtained, it can be used 
to get multiple equalizers with little extra cost while the 
batch FWCMA-2 must compute R,, for each equalizer and 
each iteration. Moreover, G is Hermitian and each row is 
a vectorized Hermitian matrix, a property that can be ef- 
fectively exploited to reduce the complexity by a factor of 
about four. The computation may be further reduced if 
we consider the time-shift relationship introduced by the 
temporal filter “smoothing” in the data vector x. 

4. CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOR, DELAY 
CONTROL A N D  MULTI-USER CASES 

Convergence speed is generally fast for the adaptive 
FWCMA-1. But failures to achieve global convergence or 
slow convergence have been observed, especially under low 
SNR conditions and initializations that are far away from 
the global minima. Not only are there many local min- 
ima when noise is present, but the equalizer solution is not 
unique; i.e., there can be several global minima correspond- 
ing to  different delays. Since the statistical expectation 
is approximated by an instantaneous estimate, the mono- 
tonic characteristic may lost during convergence. Adapta- 
tion may jump between basins of different global minima, 
which can cause unreliable transient behavior. The delay 
factor determines the steady-state MSE performance and 
could significantly affect convergence speed. The output 
SNR for delay i - 1 is determined by the eigenstructure of 
the channel matrix as follows (see derivation in [l]): 

where the SVD form 31 = UmXmCmXqVqXq is assumed for 
31 E C m x q ,  X i  = C;i (i = l . . . q )  and vi j  is the (ij)-th 
element of V. 
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In the adaptive FWCMA-1 of (9) or (lo),  the step-size 
gets smaller as more data are collected, since R;,: in (10) 
decreases in proportion to l / n  when X = 1. This also par- 
tially explains why the RLS algorithm does not have good 
tracking performance. The step-size is even more important 
to blind methods. For example, in LSCMA where R , :  in 
(12) also decreases in proportion to l / n ,  the more influ- 
ential first few tentative symbol decisions may well be in- 
correct, but are used as the training data. On the other 
hand, the normalized CMA (NCMA) [4] is more capable of 
escaping from local minima because of its non-decreasing 
step-size which depends only on yn,  though its bigger step- 
size also causes larger steady-state error. The performance 
of the normalized sliding window CMA (NSWCMA) [5] fits 
in between LSCMA and NCMA. Based on these observa- 
tions, we modify the step-size of the adaptive FWCMA-1 
to make it decrease more slowly, for example, by replacing 
R;); with afiR;,; where LY is suitably chosen to ensure 
stability and convergence. A similar adjustment can be ap- 
plied to LSCMA. The rate at  which the step-size decreases 
is now reduced to 1/f i .  This adjustment was used for both 
the adaptive FWCMA-1 and LSCMA in the simulations of 
the next section. 

When the instantaneous gradient approximation is in- 
troduced, CM algorithms can not reliably control the delay 
to which they converge. But the adaptive FWCMA-2 pre- 
serves the delay control characteristics of its batch version, 
a property that is very much desired in multi-user cases. 
If users are received with approximately equal power, dif- 
ferent spike initializations may be enough to result in the 
recovery of most of the users. If a near-far problem exists, 
however, a deflation approach can be used to recover weak 
users after the stronger ones have been extracted. After 
each iteration k at time instant n, g is projected onto a 
subspace orthogonal to the span of the previously obtained 
g’s  and then the projection is re-normalized, i.e., 

w;” = ( I  - (R,/n)W,WF)w;+’ 

where the columns of W, are the coefficients of the p pre- 
viously estimated equalizers. The initialization WO should 
also be projected. To prevent errors in the previous w’s 
from affecting the next one, we can relax the subspace con- 
finement by omitting the projection step after several it- 
erations, if w is already out of the basins of the previous 
solutions. Note that our approach for multi-user case is dif- 
ferent from that in [6] where an extra term measuring the 
output correlation is added to the cost function to  penalize 
convergence to  the same sequence. 

5.  SIMULATIONS 
We simulate a three ray channel with a delay spread 

of 4T where T is the symbol period. Our parameters are 
M = 2 (two-sensor ULA), P = 2 (oversampling by a fac- 
tor of two) and E = 2 (a two-tap filter following each of 
the 4 sub-channels). Thus 3c is an 8 x 5 matrix. We use 
an arbitrary spike initilization WO which is far from the 
global solution and which should converge to delay 2 ac- 
cording to  the Theorem. The channel output SNR is only 
8dB. Our performance measure is the residual IS1 defined as 
IS1 = 19~12-max’(’g1’2). Averaged over 200 Monte-Carlo 

maxi (Is. 1 2 )  

runs, the result of adaptive FWCMA-1 is shown in Figure 
1, in comparison with NCMA and LSCMA. The step-size of 
both FWCMA-1 and LSCMA have been adjusted as men- 
tioned in Section 4 with the choice of a = 0.3. For NCMA, 
p = 0.25 is also suitably chosen to optimize stability and 
convergence speed. We also plot, as a reference, the IS1 for 
a Wiener filter also recovering data a t  delay 2. It is com- 
puted using all 800 transmitted symbols as training data. 
A typical run of the adaptive FWCMA-2 under the same 
setting is plotted in Figure 2. The first No = 20 samples are 
used for accumulating statistics only and we set D = 3 and 
q = 0.2. In this simulation, we can see that convergence is 
reached when about 60 samples are processed. The behav- 
ior between sample NO and the convergence point is due to 
the fact that  the i.i.d. assumption does not hold well for 
an insufficient number of symbols. In 200 trials, the aver- 
age number of samples required for convergence was 62.6 
with a minimum of 20, a maximum of 147 and a standard 
deviation of 25.4. The reliable convergence behavior of the 
adaptive FWCMA-2 is further reflected by the probability 
of converging to delay 2 in the Monte-Carlo trials, which is 
0.95, compared with 0.46 for NCMA, 0.80 for LSCMA, and 
0.73 for the adaptive FWCMA-1. 

Figure 1: Convergence comparison of the adaptive 
FWCMA-1, LSCMA and NCMA. (SNR=8dB, QSPK) 

1 I 

Figure 2: Convergence of the adaptive FWCMA-2. 
(SNR=8dB, QSPK) 
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